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ESTABLISHING LOW-POWER OPERATING LIMITS FOR LIQUID
METAL HEAT PiPES

Secary, Joseph
Air Force Phillips Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico

m
Merrigan, Michael A, and Keddy, Michael D., Los Alamos, New Mexico

Executive Summary
Liquid metal heat pipes operated at power throughputs well below their design point for long
durations may fail as a result of the working fluid migrating to a cold region within the pipe,
freezing there, and not returning to the evaporator section. Eventwdly sufficient working fluid
inventory may be lost to the cold region to cause a local dry-out conddion in the evaporator.

A joint expe~imental and analytical effort between the Air Force Phillips Laboratory and Los
Alamos National Laboratory is underway to investigate this phenomena. Experiments include
both high temperature liquid metal and low temperature organic heat pipes. To date, a low
temperature working !Iuid has been selected and its performance in a heat pipe validated,
Additionally, a low-temperature heat pipe has been fabricated and is presently being tested,

.——. ——————————————

Background
Laboratory tests have demonstrated that in
operating radiative coupled heat pipes below
their heat throughput design poin!, a part of
the condenser will operate near the evap-
orator exit temperature, essentially
isothermal. At the end of this region, the
temperature falls sharply and can reach
values below the fusion temperature for the
working fluid, This temperature decline
occurs over a length corresponding to a few
heat pipe diameters.

To illustrate this, Figure 1 shows a
temperature profile ‘m a potassium heat
pipe operated well below its design point,
This heat pipe is constructed of niobium-
1.OO/.zirconium; has an annular screen
wick: and is 1.52 centimeters in di .meler
and is approximately 1.0 meter Iongi The
heated length was 11 cm. Heat removal was
by radiation over the entire length. The
heat pipe was operated at steady stale, with
an approximate power throughput at the
evaporator exit of 65 Watts. It was designed
to trwtsport 650 Watts at 800 K.[ 1]

A heat pipe operating well below Its design
point will slowly deplete its inventory of

usable working fluid as a result of .:uid
freezing in the condenser and not being
cycled back to the evaporator. For long-
term, low-power operation of heat pipe
radiator elements in space power systems,
this mode of operation may lead to system
failure.

In order to determine the rate at which the
working fluid migrates from the molten
region to the frozen region, it is necessary
to establish the point where freezing begins.
To do so by analytic means requires the use
of a model for the flowing vapor in the cor,-
denser. The heat pipe wall temperature is
strongly dependent upon the vapor stream
temperature, and freezing will starl to
occur at the point along the wall where :!le
temperature is equal to the working fluid
fusion temperature. A useful model must
accounl for the changing nature oi the vapor
as it travels down Ihe condenser, progres-
sively becoming more rarefied, The vapor
stream as it leaves the evaporator exit is in
continuum flow, Eventually a sufficient
amount of vapor condenses out of the stream
so that the assumption of zero velocity for
the vapor at
This type of
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the wall IS no longer valid, [2]
flow is termed slip flow, or
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transition flow, The manner in which the
vapor t?vdrodynamics are modeled must be
changed when going from continuum to slip
flow. Eventually, the flowing vapor
becomes so rarefied as to be in free
molecular flow, MolecuIar flow occurs
when the mean free path for the molecules
is approximately equal to the characteristic
dimension for the channel, [s] in this case
the heat pipe inside diameter. Again the
manner in which the vapor is modeled must
be changed. It is in these regbns of slip
flow and free moiecu[ar flow that the sharp
temperature decline along the outside heat
pipe surfaco Is observed.

Introduction
A joint 6xperlmenlal and analytlc hwsti.
gatkm of ttm performance of heat pipes
operatec’ well below their design points Is
being undertaken jnintly by the Air F.vce
Phllllps Qboratory and Los Alamos National
Laboratory, The objectives of this effort
are to experlrrientally observe and measure
the rate of mass ndgratlcm into the frozen
region within heat pipes and deve;op a
combined analytlcd and emplrlcd model
capable of
metal beet

predicting those rates for Ilquid
plpe~operating well below their

design points. As a result, the operating
parameters for heat pipes intended for this
type of operation, such as is the case for
some spacecraft radiators, will be defined,
1his will ultimately lead to thti formulation
of heat pipe designs not subject to failure as
a result of internal migration of working
fluid.

Experiments include both high temperature
liquid me~alheat pipes and low temperature
heat pipes. The first series of exper.
iments, which are the focus of this paper,
are for the low temperature heat pipes.

Low Tomperaturo Exporlmonts
The purpose of the Low Temperature
Experiments (LTE) are twofold. First, the
use of a low temperature (lie,, less than
475 K operating teniperature) working
fluld allows for the design of a transparent;
heal pips; thus, the phenomena of mass
migration from the molten region to the
frozen region of an operating heat pipe can
be obsewed directly, Second, the require.
ments for Instrumentation, Insulation and
experimental
those for tho
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procedure are simplified over
high temperature liquid metal



heat pipes. Data from the LTE w;’! he used
in the development of the mmputer code
used to model mass migration phenomena.
Conclusions derived from that data will be
used when designing the high temperature
experiments (HTE).

LTE Working Fluid Selection
Prior to mnducting the LTE experiments, it
was necessary to select a working fluid and
to validate its usefulness through prelim-
inary heat pipe performance tests. Selection
of the LTE working fluid was made with the
objective of achieving operation in a similar
manner to a liquid metal in a heat pipe.

Criteria for selecting a low temperature
heat pipe working fluid are listed below:

● re b@y
470 Kintito~

,.

_ instrumentation require-
ments and insulation requirements
are greatly simplified as the operating
temperature approaches room
temperature. In addition handling and
data collection are simplified, requir-
ing no specialized equipment.
Thermophysical properties affeeting
useful operating temperature include
vapor pressure, liquid and vapor
kinematic viscosities, latent heat of
vaporization, surface tension and
liquid density.

“~
The working fluid

vapor pressure and density must be
very low near the triple point ( i.e.,
on the order of 10-7 atm.).

This prevents mass accumulation on
the outside of Ihe heat pipe while
under operation as a result of conden-
sation of water from the surroundings.

‘~

mass required for tho containmwl
structure. A saturation pressure

slightly below atmospheric is prefer-
able because this mitigates the hazard
to the experimenters in the unlikely
event of a rupture or leak in the
containment vessel.

●

A useful working fluid
must be nonreactive with the selectea
materials of construction.

Hundreds of candida;e fluids wero screened
based on the crderia established above.
Those with greatest merit are iisted in
TaEle 1 along with some of their notable
properties and characteristics.

Of the candidates listed in Table 1
nonadecane,octadecane and polyethylene
glycol E600 were considered most favor-
able. Because more property data were
available in the lit~rature for octadecane
than for “ +other two, octadecane was
selected Ior use in the low temperat~re heat
pipe experiments, Octadecane appears to
satisfy all of the design criteria.

Preliminary Heat Pipe Tests
The intent of the preliminary heat pipe tests
was to d~termine whether the seiected
working fluid would perform s ltisfactorily
in a heal pipe, in particular, to determine
wheth6r it would transport sufficient heat
and exhibit sufficient wicking capability,
For these experiments, a simple
transparent heat pipe was constructed. It
comprised a quartz envelope and a
hornogermous, 250 mesh stait)less steel
wick, The heat pipe was operated at steady
state fof successively greater static lift
heights, The temperature profile at each
orientation was recorded, A heat pipe
performance limit was indicated when the
evaporator temperature rosa sharply, Such
a condition is M result of insufficient fluid
circulation. This condition is otten termed a
capillary limit.
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Condlddo Working Fluld

Cesium
Dowtherm A

Pentadacane
Methyl myristate
l+e)afecme

Lauryl alcohol
Diphenyl methane
Diphenyl ether
Anethole
Phorone
Methyl palmitate
Ethyl furoate
Tribromomethane
Phenvl ~alicvlate
Polyethylene-glycol E600

Tbp 7-
397

p

12
32
28

10
18.5
18.5

24
26.5
27
22.5
28
30.5
34
8.5
42.5
22

258
33@
317

271
295
287.5

257
265
259
235
197
196
195
150
172,5

Data from these txeliminarv tests are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. These figures
show temperatures along the main axis of
the heat pipe for various static lift heights
while at a constant power throughput. The
heat pipe performance limits are indicated
by the “dryout” points. The static lift
heights shown in Figures 2 and 3 are dial
indicator re~dings showing the differences
in eievation between the furthest spaced
ends of the evaporator and condenser aiong
the top surface of the heat pipe. Therefore,
these readings are not direct measurements
of static lift height, since they do not include
the pipo diameter and the infiuence cf the
puddle resulting from excess fluid
inventory, The calculated dryout points,
onto these Iactors are accounted for, are
plotted in Fiuure 4. The line connecting
these points is useful for determining the
operating characteristics for this
particular combirlation of heat pipe working
fluid and wick structure, it is evident from
this figure that this particultir combination
can achieve in excess of 150 Watts in a
horizontal position and can achieve a slatic
lift, with no power throughput, of a iittle
more than 2,0 inches, It may be conciuded
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1 torr @ 133 “C
1 torr @ 120 “C; 001 torr @ 41
t
1,7 torr @ 100 “C
1 torr@ 115°C
1 torr @ 105”C; 95E-6 torr @ 20
%

3.5 torr @ 100 “C
1 torr @ 66 “C
1 torr @ 63 “C
1 torr @ 42 “C
1 torr @ 135 “C; decomposes
1 torr @ 38 “C
20 torr @ 10 “C
1 torr @-54 “C
5E-6 torr @ 100 “c

that the working fluid, octadecane, is
capabie of reasonable power throughput
and is not overiy sensitive to gravitational
effects. Octactecanewas found satisfactory
for use in the LTE.

LTE Approach
The experimental acwoach being used for
the LTE is as foilows. A series o~heat pipes
are being constructed and operated as part of
the test matrix shown in Tabie 2. Currentiy
one of these heat pipes is compiete and
testing has begun. The second heat pipe is
under construction, wilh the othem soon to
follow,

Upon completion of a given test, the heat
pipe wiii be allowed to cooi, then disassem-
bled, and measurements of the mass
distribution aiong the pipe wili be made.
From the mass distribution measurements,
and the operating time measurement, the
mass migration rate wiil be determined,
Upon completion of the entire test matrix,
the functional dependence of mass migration
rate on temperatures and power through-
pufs will be anaiyzed,
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2.54 cm inside Diam. X 117 cm Length

152.04 - 29.163*X

o i \
1-. I I I I I +

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.3 6.0 7.0

Static Lift Height (cm)

Pwr Thro- as a F~ far an ~

Test
Pipe Duration Heat

Description I-IRS w Tem~.
LTHP1 500 15 w 370 K
LTHP2 1000 35 w 37o K >
LTHP3 500 15 w 340 K
LTHP4 500 35 w 420 K

A detaiied description of the LTE heat pipe,
test set-up and experimental procedure
foilow,

LTE Heat Pipe Description
Figuro 5 illustrates the heat pipe design
being used in the LTE. This heat pipe is
composed of an outer pyrex envelope, an
inner pyrex tube cut into severai smaller
cylkrdr!sal sections and a homogeneous

stainless steei wick. Tho use of pyrex as a
containment material make visuai observa-
tion of the mass migration phenomena
possibie. The sectioned pyrex tube aliows
for direct measurement of the mass
distribution a’orrg the pip)

Preparation of the heat pipe components and
assembiy of those components into a work-
ing heat pipe are accomplished as follows.
First, all inner pyrex cyiinder sections are
numbered sequentially using a diamond
tipped scribe, Next, ali of the pyrex com-
ponents, inciuding the envelope, are
carefuliy cleaned in freon and rinsed in
deionized water and ethyi alcohol. The parts
are then dried in warm air. Each inner
pyrex cyiinder Is weighed io an accuracy of
t 0.0001 grams. The weights of these
sections are logged. A representative
cyiinder section is 2.0 centimeters iong and
weighs between 2,9400 and 3,0400 grams.
The wick structure Is fabricated by wrap-
ping four layers of 400-mesh stainiess
steei screen around a copper mandrei. The
screen wraps are spot weided and the man-
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drel is etched away using nitric acid to leave
a screen tube properly sized to fit snugly
within the inner pyrex tube. Aiter the
screen is thoroughly rinsed in deionized
water and then ethyl alcohol, it is vacuum
fired for four or more hours at
approximately 700 K. The wick is fitted
inside the heat pipe envelope. The cylinder
sections are then stacked sequentially inside
the envelope. A pyrex nipple section is
fused to the end of the envelope and then the
whole assembly is heated to approximately
400 K in a vacuum of less than 10-5 torr
to remove all water. The final step is to
charge the heat pipe with working fluid and
seal it by fusing the nipple end shut with a
torch.

LTE Set Up
Figure 6 illustrates the test set-up for the
LTE. it shows the heat pipe, th~ heat sink,
the heat source and the various necessary
instrumentation, The heat source is a
Kapton foil resistance heater, 30 centi-
meters long, wrapped about the full outside
pipe diameter, which allows for uniform
heating of the evaporator. The heater is
rated for 150 Watts at 115 Volts. insula-
tion is applied over !he heater. ~he heat
sink is a water-cooled gas-gap calorimeter.
Temperature control on the water is 273 to
323 K. The gas is a mixture of argon and
helium in any desired moportions from all
argon to all helium. Mass flow measure-
ments of the gas are made using a Hastings
Linear Mass Flowmeter. Water flow rates
are made with a stop watch and graduated
cylinder. Finally, temperatures are
measured with chromel-alumel thermo-
couples. Temperature measurements are
made at various locations along the heat
pipe, both in the evaporator and th~
condenser sections. Temperature
measurements are also made of the cooling
water and the surrounding ambient air,

l-teat is applied to the pipe. The gas mixture
and water temperature in the heat sink are
adjusted until the freeze front Is located at
some conveniently observable location on
one of the numbered pyrex cylinder sec-
tions, Temperatures and limes are then

recorded periodically during the duration of
the test while visual obsewations are made
of the mass migration phenomena.

After the heat pipe has operated for the
prescribed period, it will be allowed to cool
below the fusion temperature of the working
fluid. Then it will be disassembled and each
numbered cylinder section will be weighed.
The mass accumulation for each cylinder
will be recorded, along with its physical
location within the heat pipe. The result
will be a mass distribution profile for the
working fluid.

Summary
Data for a potassium heat pipe was
presented that illustrates, by way of its
axial temperature profile, the kind of
operation that can, in time, lead to heat pipe
failure. This kind of failure is causer! by
the progressive migration of working fluid
to the frozen regicmof the heat pipe, A
program was described that investigates
this phenomena and determines the
operating parameters for low power,
extended duration heat pipes. Octadecane
was selected as a working fi~id for a series
of low temperature heat pipe experiments
(LTE). Selection was based on certain
similarities to liquid metal heat pipe
working fluids, particularly on low vapor
pressure at the triple point. Heat pipe
performance tests verified the usefulness of
octadecane as a working fluid for the LTE.
Finally, the design of and execution of the
LTE was described.

Following the successful completion of the
LTE, a series of high Temperature exper-
iments (HTE) are planned, The results of
the LTE and HTE will be used to derive a
model for predicting working fluid migra-
tion rates in heat pipes. This model will be
useful for determining and evaluating heat
pipe performance and ultimately for assist.
ing in the design of heat pipes required to
operate well below their design point for
extended durations.
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